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ABSTRACT For the past few years, the Internet of Things (IoT) technology continues to not only gain pop-
ularity and importance, but also witnesses the true realization of everything being smart. With the advent of
the concept of smart everything, IoT has emerged as an area of great potential and incredible growth. An IoT
ecosystem centers around innovation perspective which is considered as its fundamental core. Accordingly,
IoT enabling technologies such as hardware and software platforms as well as standards become the core of
the IoT ecosystem. However, any large-scale technological integration such as the IoT development poses the
challenge to ensure secure data transmission. Perhaps, the ubiquitous and the resource-constrained nature of
IoT devices and the sensitive and private data being generated by IoT systems make them highly vulnerable
to physical and cyber threats. In this paper, we re-define an IoT ecosystem from the core technologies view
point. We propose a modified three layer IoT architecture by dividing the perception layer into elementary
blocks based on their attributed functions. Enabling technologies, attacks and security countermeasures
are classified under each layer of the proposed architecture. Additionally, to give the readers a broader
perspective of the research area, we discuss the role of various state-of-the-art emerging technologies in the
IoT security. We present the security aspects of the most prominent standards and other recently developed
technologies for IoT which might have the potential to form the yet undefined IoT architecture. Among the
technologies presented in this article, we give a special interest to one recent technology in IoT domain. This
technology is named IQRF that stands for Intelligent Connectivity using Radio Frequency. It is an emerging
technology for wireless packet-oriented communication that operates in sub-GHz ISM band (868 MHz) and
which is intended for general use where wireless connectivity is needed, either in a mesh network or point-
to-point (P2P) configuration. We also highlighted the security aspects implemented in this technology and
we compare it with the other already known technologies. Moreover, a detailed discussion on the possible
attacks is presented. These attacks are projected on the IoT technologies presented in this article including
IQRF. In addition, lightweight security solutions, implemented in these technologies, to counter these threats
in the proposed IoT ecosystem architecture are also presented. Lastly, we summarize the survey by listing
out some common challenges and the future research directions in this field.

26 INDEX TERMS Cyber attacks, IoT architecture, Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem, IQRF, network security.
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I. INTRODUCTION 27

Portable and smart embedded devices have become an indis- 28

pensable part of our day-to-day life. They are widely used in 29
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a number of applications, ranging from tiny locations trackers30

to large vehicles, medical instruments and buildings. Devices,31

thus, become standalone and smart, envisaging themselves as32

an integrated smart system. Additionally, the ability of these33

smart devices to communicate and connect to the Internet34

makes them the cornerstone of a new level of technologi-35

cal paradigm that will redefine the actual perception of the36

Internet of Things (IoT). The term IoT was first envisaged37

by Kevin Ashton in 1999 [1] to define a network that not38

only connects people but also ‘things or devices’ around39

them. By 2009 the number of devices (things) connected40

to the Internet exceeded the number of people on Earth.41

With over 12.3 billion active endpoints in 2021 [2], the IoT42

market is transforming the business and consumer world in43

an unforeseen manner and is set to propel a new industrial44

revolution. Moreover, International Data Corporation (IDC)45

forecasts that the number of connected devices will reach46

41.6 billion in 2025 [3]. Apparently, IoT is reaching out to47

a diversity of technological domains such as health system,48

connected vehicles, traffic management, power grids, envi-49

ronmental monitoring, smart buildings, homes, cities, indus-50

trial, agricultural and commercial management. Therefore,51

IoT will unbelievably have a great impact on almost every52

aspect of our lives.53

The growing number of applications make the significance54

of IoT in the future evident. This growth is due to the55

technological evolution with the improvement of the key56

techniques such as the communication bandwidth, lower57

operational costs, enhanced productivity, better quality con-58

trol, device accessibility, low power consumption, high com-59

putation capabilities, heightened understanding and visibility60

into real-world activities, and high storage capacity. Addi-61

tionally, integrated technologies such as Wireless Sensor62

Networks (WSN), Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communi-63

cation, cyber-physical systems, human-machine interaction,64

etc. have evolved as integral components of IoT. However,65

security issues related to these technologies continue to dis-66

rupt IoT based data communication. Since IoT consists of a67

collection of networks and computational devices, it inherits68

the conventional security issues related to the traditional net-69

works. Moreover, IoT devices have been susceptible to cyber70

attacks and various exploitation [4]. This is due to the fact that71

resource-constraint environment does not give flexibility to72

implement high-level cybersecurity measures. Therefore, the73

entire IoT architecture need to be secured from threats that74

may pose problems to confidentiality, privacy and integrity75

of the overall system. Since the conventional security mech-76

anisms are heavy for IoT devices due to their resources77

limitations, lightweight security solutions are required.78

A. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION79

The main motivation behind this work is to re-define an IoT80

ecosystem architecture from the core technologies view point81

by proposing a modified three layers IoT architecture. More-82

over, along with the already known security mechanisms and83

standards, we present the security mechanisms implemented 84

in IQRF technology to secure its data. 85

Major contributions of this article can be resumed in two 86

points: 87

(1) We re-define the three layered architecture comprising 88

Perception Layer (Lp), Network Layer (Ln) and Appli- 89

cation Layer (La) as IoT mainly operates on these lay- 90

ers. In the new architecture we divide Lp into three 91

blocks namely Perception Sensor Block (PBs), Percep- 92

tion Application Block (PBa) and Perception Network 93

Block (PBn).We also add an Edge Block (Be)which is an 94

intermediate block that acts as a bridge between the IoT 95

device network and the Internet as illustrated in Figure 1. 96

Few justifications behind the division of the Lp into three 97

separate blocks are: 98

(a) Adding PBs will help in controlling the nodes 99

and in data acquisition. At this block IoT devices 100

measure the physical quantities of the place where 101

they are located and convert them into digital 102

signals to be transmitted and analyzed at upper 103

layers. 104

(b) Adding PBa will help differentiate high-level 105

applications such as smart cities, smart trans- 106

portation, smart grid etc. defined at the Applica- 107

tion Layer of an IoT ecosystem than low-level 108

application protocols such as ConstrainedApplica- 109

tion Protocol (CoAP), Message Queuing Teleme- 110

try Transport (MQTT), Extensible Messaging 111

and Presence Protocol (XMPP) and Advanced 112

Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) which are 113

designed to be installed in resource-constrained 114

IoT devices. 115

(c) Adding PBn will help differentiate IoT networks, 116

for instance IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Per- 117

sonal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) or non-IP 118

generic networks standing behind an IPv4 gate- 119

way such WSN from the IP based Network Layer. 120

6LoWPAN networks and IPv6 networks are linked 121

to each other through Be. 122

(d) The modified architecture gives a better classifica- 123

tion of IoT enabling technologies, IoT challenges 124

and IoT security solutions as presented further in 125

this paper. 126

The concept of dividing the Lp into blocks has been 127

discussed before. Authors in [5] and [6] define Lp as two 128

different parts and attempt to study their security aspects. 129

First part is the perception node or device reflecting 130

the sensing side of IoT devices such as sensors, micro- 131

controllers and RFID tags. Second part is the perception 132

network reflecting the networking side of IoT networks 133

such as low-power and lossy networks. However, to best 134

of our knowledge, adding PBa and Be to the IoT ecosys- 135

tem has not been visualized yet. 136

(2) We give a special focus to IQRF technology by high- 137

lighting its implemented security aspects along with the 138

other known security aspects already implemented in 139
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FIGURE 1. IoT ecosystem architecture.

TABLE 1. Related surveys on security aspects and mechanisms in the IoT.
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IoT technologies and standards presented in this arti-140

cle and which could be compared to IQRF. Several141

research papers about IQRF technology have been intro-142

duced and most of them demonstrate the utilization of143

IQRF technology in different cases such as wireless144

temperature measurement [7], monitoring system [8],145

smart cities [9], home automation [10], [11] and other146

use-cases described in [12]. However, no detailed studies147

have been done on the security aspects of IQRF.148

B. RELATED EXISTING SURVEYS AND SCOPE149

OF OUR SURVEY150

There is no widely accepted definition for IoT nor a single151

consensus on an IoT architecture. Different architectures152

have been presented in [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], and [18]153

attempting to address IoT aspects from different perspectives.154

A list of major survey and review works done on security155

aspects and mechanisms in the IoT domain in the last few156

years is given in Table 1.157

C. ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER158

The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction in159

Section I, we redefine an IoT ecosystem and propose a new160

layer-wise IoT architecture in Section II. Section III presents161

some of the most prominent enabling technologies in IoT162

and their native security mechanisms. These technologies are163

categorized under each layer of the proposed architecture.164

Furthermore, based on the layered IoT architecture, we out-165

line the research framework of security aspects and mecha-166

nisms in the IoT framework. In Section IV we discuss several167

common IoT threats and categorize them under the proposed168

architecture. In Section V we present security mechanisms169

and solutions for IoT ecosystem to overcome different threats.170

Section VI presents in brief some future research directions.171

Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.172

II. IoT ECOSYSTEM173

In business context, the concept of an ecosystem has been174

brought by James [38] after his studies in biological sciences175

of a natural life ecosystem which is defined as an interaction176

of organisms with each other and with the environment where177

they exist. According to Moor, in a business ecosystem, the178

company’s capabilities co-evolve around innovations. There-179

fore, innovation is considered as the core around which the180

ecosystem is formed. Since IoT is built around the concept181

of connecting physical world to the virtual world of the182

Internet, IoT enabling technologies such as hardware and183

software platforms as well as standards may become the184

core of the IoT ecosystem [39]. Moreover, IoT ecosystem185

core may focus on three key technical domains: connected186

devices or perception, connectivity or network (also called187

transport), and applications or services [40]. Currently, there188

is no single consensus on one IoT architecture which is189

universally agreed [15]. However, different IoT architectures190

are proposed such as three layer architecture [13], [14], five191

layer architecture [15], [16], six layer architecture [17] and192

even seven layer architecture [18]. The most basic among 193

these architectures is the three layer architecture [15]. This 194

architecture defines the main idea of IoT and was introduced 195

at its early stages of research. It consists of Lp, Ln and La. 196

In this paper, we adopt the three layer architecture. We pro- 197

pose to divide the Lp into three blocks namely PBs, PBn and 198

PBa.We addBe that connects thePBn to theNetwork Layer of 199

the layered IoT architecture as illustrated in Figure 1. Layers 200

and blocks are explained further in this section. To show 201

the relationship (mapping) between layers or blocks and the 202

real world implementations and technologies, a component- 203

wise IoT architecture is added besides the layer-wise IoT 204

architecture as shown in Figure 1b. 205

The layer-wise IoT architecture can be seen as a gener- 206

alized framework for device networking. It is based on the 207

concept of splitting up a communication system into several 208

abstract layers, each one stacked upon the previous one. Each 209

layer of the architecture handles a specific task and communi- 210

cates with its neighbouring layers. Therefore, the data flows 211

vertically along the layers, from Lp up to the Application 212

Layer and down in the opposite direction and horizontally 213

from the PBs, to the PBa, and in opposite direction. Similar to 214

the layer-wise architecture, the components-wise architecture 215

shown in Figure 1b consists of three logical levels: IoT 216

devices, edge devices and infrastructure/cloud. IoT devices 217

(things) are nodes with direct connection to the physical 218

world providing information or actuating on the environ- 219

ment in which they are placed. IoT devices may be sensors 220

or actuators typically resource-constrained, mobile or static 221

and connected to each other through a wired or a wireless 222

links. Edge devices are typically part of the wired network 223

infrastructure, most of the time static and located close to IoT 224

devices that need a bridging to Internet. Unlike IoT devices, 225

edge devices may have significant computational resources 226

such as CPU, memory and communication interface. There- 227

fore, computation tasks can be done at this level in case short 228

delays are required or the communication with the cloud 229

might causes a bottleneck problem. Moreover, gateways or 230

border routers are a typical examples of edge devices. The 231

cloud is a complete set of tools to connect, process, store, 232

and analyze data coming from IoT devices through the edge 233

devices. It is rich in computation power, however there may 234

be significant delays to IoT devices due to the bottleneck 235

problem. Moreover, using the cloud is important for aggre- 236

gating data and drawing insights from that data to build up 237

applications such as smart cities, smart homes, connected 238

cars, smart agriculture, energy management, smart shopping, 239

etc. On the other side, the component-wise architecture illus- 240

trated in Figure 1b shows two types of IoT networks, IPv4- 241

based networks and IPv6-based networks. As IPv4 protocol 242

is not originally designed for the IoT and is inherently limited 243

to about 4 Billion addresses, most of the devices in IPv4- 244

based IoT applications are not directly addressed with an IP 245

address. They are rather set in groups of devices (networks) 246

connected to each other in a mesh, star or tree topology using 247

certain communication protocols (Protocol X) and connected 248
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to the Internet through an IPv4 gateway. In the near future,249

vast number of things connected to the Internet will need an250

IPv6 address since the IPv4 address space will be effectively251

consumed [41]. Accordingly, IPv6 addressing is now desir-252

able as it provides 2128 unique addresses or approximately253

3.4 1038 addressable thing. In IPv6-based and resource-254

constrained networks, more specifically IEEE 802.15.4 net-255

works [42], devices have a short transmission range, low256

data rate and limited memory and hence, are unable to han-257

dle an IPv6 packet. Therefore, using IPv6 packets in IEEE258

802.15.4 networks leads to compatibility issues. To solve259

these issues, a new interface protocol is required. For this260

purpose an adaptation layer is suggested and implemented261

by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [43] allowing262

transmission of IPv6 packets over Low-power Wireless Per-263

sonal Area Networks and abbreviated as 6LoWPAN [44]. The264

adaptation layer is defined to be on the top of MAC layer265

of IEEE 802.15.4 [45] and mainly made for IPv6 headers266

compression/decompression, fragmentation/reassembly and267

routing in IEEE 802.15.4-based networks. Other functions268

such as neighbor discovery and multicast support are also269

defined at this layer. In our proposed layer-wise architecture270

in Figure 1 the adaptation layer can be summarized in the271

Edge Block. At this level a 6LoWPAN border router may272

be installed [46]. The 6LoWPAN border router acts as a273

gateway between IEEE 802.15.4 networks and IPv6 Internet.274

Devices with intensive resources such as smart phones may275

connect directly with an IPv6 address to the Network Layer276

(Internet).277

A. IoT ECOSYSTEM: PERCEPTION LAYER278

The Lp is also known as the sensor layer of an IoT ecosystem.279

This layer is the information origin of IoT applications such280

as smart houses, smart grid and smart city defined at the281

Application Layer. It contains heterogeneous end devices,282

generally real time objects such as sensors and actuators.283

Objects collect information from the surrounding environ-284

ment where they are located and transmit it to the network285

layer [17]. As mentioned earlier and illustrated in Figure 1,286

the Lp is divided into three blocks and an intermediate287

block that connects the Perception Network to the Network288

layer (Internet). The Edge Block can be seen as different289

installed gateways for instance the case of IPv4 networks290

or border routers for IPv6 networks. The three perception291

blocks plus the edge block are described in the following292

subsections.293

1) PERCEPTION SENSOR BLOCK294

Perception Sensor Block PBs helps hardwired IoT sensors295

such as smart meters, temperature sensor, humidity sensor,296

etc. to acquire data to feed IoT applications. RFID tags297

are popular types of perception IoT nodes or sensors [5].298

Moreover, sensors might be deployed at unattended remote299

locations. Therefore, they are exposed to physical attacks300

such as physical tampering, node capture, and eavesdropping.301

The acquired data at the PBs is transferred to the PBa.302

2) PERCEPTION APPLICATION BLOCK 303

Perception Application Block PBa comprises of application 304

protocols that handle the communication either between gate- 305

ways and the Network Layer in case of IPv4 IoT applications, 306

or between resource-constrained devices (end nodes) and 307

the Network Layer in case of IPv6 IoT applications. There 308

are several application protocols at this block including, 309

but not limited to CoAP, MQTT, XMPP and AMQP [47]. 310

For instance, non-IP networks are connected to the Net- 311

work Layer behind an IPv4 gateway and the application 312

protocol may be installed on the gateway itself. While in 313

networks where devices support IPv6 protocol e.g. 6LoW- 314

PAN networks, devices are addressed directly with an IPv6 315

address and the application protocol may be installed on the 316

device itself. Data after being treated at this block is sent to 317

the PBn. 318

3) PERCEPTION NETWORK BLOCK 319

Perception Network Block PBn comprises of the networking 320

part of WSNs. At this block the communication is usually 321

done in wireless mode, for instance as in IEEE 802.15.4 net- 322

works. Moreover, the PBn forwards data from IoT devices 323

to the Edge Block to be sent later to the Network Layer [5]. 324

In the PBn, routing is the key responsibility. Therefore, 325

proactive routing protocols such as Wireless Routing Proto- 326

col (WRP), Topology Dissemination Based on Reverse-Path 327

Forwarding Protocol (TBRPF) and reactive routing protocols 328

such as Temporarily Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA), 329

Energy-aware Temporarily Ordered Routing Algorithm (E- 330

TORA), Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Net- 331

works (RPL) are used to find and maintain optimal rout- 332

ing paths in IoT WSNs [48]. RPL is a promising routing 333

protocol in IEEE 802.11.4 networks that uses 6LoWPAN 334

protocol. 335

4) EDGE BLOCK 336

As mentioned earlier, transmission of IPv6 packets over 337

IEEE 802.15.4 networks is not a natural fit. Therefore, and 338

adaptation layer that makes possible the transmission of 339

IPv6 packets in IEEE 802.15.4 networks is required. The 340

adaptation layer is defined to be the interface between IEEE 341

802.15.4MAC layer (Perception Network Block in our archi- 342

tecture) and the Network Layer. This layer has some basic 343

functions such as compressing and decompressing IPv6 pack- 344

ets headers, fragmentation and reassembly of IPv6 packets, 345

and mesh-under routing of IPv6 packets using one of the 346

mentioned WSN routing protocols [49]. 347

B. IoT ECOSYSTEM: NETWORK LAYER 348

The Network Layer is the core layer of IoT ecosystem archi- 349

tecture. This layer is also called transport layer as information 350

routing is the main function of this layer. Hence, this layer 351

aims to transmit the data collected from the (Lp) to any spe- 352

cific information processing system through Internet using 353

technologies such as Wi-Fi, LTE, 3G/4G/5G etc. ensuring 354
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the transport of end devices information to the application355

layer [50].356

C. IoT ECOSYSTEM: APPLICATION LAYER357

IoT Application Layer covers high-level IoT applications that358

enable device-to-device and human-to-device interactions in359

a reliable and robust manner. The Application Layer helps360

in the processing of data and provide services requested by361

the end-users. After being collected by IoT devices, data is362

analyzed at the Application Layer for decision making in363

different application domains including but not limited to364

smart healthcare, smart cities, smart home, smart agricul-365

ture, and disaster management. Applications in IoT can be366

divided into five categories [5] such as personal and social367

applications, home applications, transportation and logistics,368

healthcare applications and smart environment. All men-369

tioned applications deal with different data types, different370

sensors and gateways and they require different data analysis371

models.372

The (Lp) with its three blocks plus the Edge Block,373

The Network Layer and The Application Layer in an374

IoT Ecosystem are vulnerable to different types of cyber375

and physical security attacks. We present these attacks376

in Section 4.377

III. SECURITY IN IoT ECOSYSTEM ENABLING378

TECHNOLOGIES379

IoT ecosystem represents a very flexible way of organizing380

smart applications and building consumer-oriented infras-381

tructure. However, there are a number of issues that affects382

the security and privacy of the involved parties when it comes383

to low-power IoT devices. Often, there is a trade-off between384

implementing cybersecurity measures and maintaining oper-385

ations within given tolerances. As a result, implementation of386

data protection and cyber defence mechanisms comes as the387

last priority [51]. In this section we present the native security388

mechanisms of today’s most prominent IoT enabling tech-389

nologies and standards that are classified under each layer390

of the proposed IoT ecosystem architecture as illustrated in391

Figure 1. The security mechanisms of these technologies are392

summarized in Table 3.393

A. IoT PERCEPTION LAYER SECURITY ASPECTS394

1) PERCEPTION SENSOR BLOCK SECURITY395

a: SECURITY IN RFID396

RFID system is made of two parts. First an RFID electronic397

tag, also called the transponder which contains a constrained398

microchip to store information, and an antenna. The RFID399

tag can be attached to the object for purpose of identification,400

tracking or monitoring. Second, an RFID reader, also called401

the interrogator. The reader communicates, reads or writes402

(interrogates) the tag through radio waves. Moreover, the403

tag can be either passive (therefore it is powered in wireless404

mode by the reader to function), or active with an on-board405

power supply. Passive tags are read over few centimeters406

while active tags can be read from farther distances depending 407

on the application. When RFID reader is equipped with an 408

appropriate communication protocol allowing its connectiv- 409

ity to the Internet, the distributed RFID readers can iden- 410

tify, track and monitor tagged objects globally. This is the 411

so-called Internet of Things [52], [53], [54]. A typical use of 412

RFID technology is in industries in order to reduce the operat- 413

ing costs by: better supply chain and inventory management; 414

reducing manual processes through automated scanning; pro- 415

viding real-time information needed for better decision mak- 416

ing; improving the speed and accuracy for tracking pallets, 417

cartons, and containers; helping to control stocks levels; 418

improving themanagement of inventory and so on [55]. Other 419

benefits of RFID can also be mentioned in fields such as 420

in agriculture, livestock’s identification, health sector, airline 421

industry, food industry, pharmaceutical industry and many 422

more [55]. 423

In comparison to the benefits that RFID offers, it does 424

not cover sufficient security and privacy support due to its 425

resource limitations. Many requirements are pointed out for 426

RFID security in [56], [57], [58], and [59] such as protection 427

from unauthorized access, protection from illicit tracking, 428

protection from skimming, availability, authenticity, integrity, 429

anonymity, forward secrecy and technology scalability. How- 430

ever, building an RFID security mechanism is a big concern 431

due to fact that the RFID devices are limited in terms of 432

computational capabilities, unreliable communication and 433

less power [57]. Additionally, many types of attacks on 434

RFID systems, either physical-based or software-based can 435

be mentioned including but not limited to, eavesdropping, 436

relay attacks, traffic analysis, spoofing, denial of service 437

(DoS), tag removal, back-end attacks, jamming, blocking, 438

tag destruction, malware tag content changes, replay attack 439

and tag cloning [60]. RFID security policy to mitigate secu- 440

rity and privacy risk relies either on (a) Physical methods 441

such as electrostatic shielding (Faraday Cage), blocker tag 442

where it constantly sends fake tag serial numbers to con- 443

ceal the order number of other tags, reader frequency mod- 444

ification, tag frequency modification and kill order mech- 445

anism, (b) The code mechanism which is designing and 446

achieving a code protocol that fits with RFID security 447

requirements such as hash-lock schemes, or (c) Both of 448

them [61]. 449

2) PERCEPTION APPLICATION BLOCK SECURITY 450

a: SECURITY IN CoAP 451

CoAP is an IoT application layer protocol created by the 452

Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) working group 453

in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standardization 454

body. This group aims to design a Representational State 455

Transfer (REST) architecture to be supportable by the con- 456

strained devices with limited computation, storage and com- 457

munication capabilities. CoAP is a UDP-based specialized 458

web transfer protocol for use with constrained nodes and 459

constrained networks e.g., low-power and lossy networks. 460
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FIGURE 2. Abstract layering of DTLS-Secured CoAP [62].

Moreover, this protocol is designed to interface with Hyper461

Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) allowing applications with462

specialized requirements such as very low overhead, mul-463

ticast support and simplicity for constraint environment to464

interact with the web. However, CoAP does not blindly465

uses HTTP, instead it is designed as a subset of RESTful466

architecture to be optimized for M2M communication [62],467

[63]. As defined in [62] and illustrated in Figure 2, CoAP as468

single protocol can be seen as two-layer approach. The first is469

the Messaging layer deployed to deal with the UDP layer and470

its unreliable nature, and the second is the Request/Response471

layer where method and response codes are used. Similar472

to HTTP which uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) [64]473

over TCP to ensure data security, CoAP uses the Datagram474

Transport Layer Security (DTLS) [65] protocol over UDP to475

encrypt data as shown in Figure 2. DTLS protocol is another476

version of TLS protocol and basically designed to allow TLS477

to deal with the unreliable nature of the datagram transport478

protocol.479

Security in CoAP protocol can be ensured in many ways.480

The mandatory security mechanism to implement for CoAP481

is the DTLS. Other applications may use another security482

mechanism such as IP security (IPsec). Therefore, in CoAP,483

devices that need authorization for certain operation are484

expected to run at least under one of the two previously485

mentioned security mechanisms, DTLS or IPsec. However,486

most of the experiments in securing CoAP so far have been487

made with DTLS. After providing the security information488

that a CoAP device needs at the end of the provisioning phase489

including the keying materials and access control lists, the490

CoAP device will be in one of the four security modes [62],491

[66]. First mode is NoSec, meaning that there is no protocol492

level security. In this mode the DTLS protocol is disabled,493

unlike the other three security modes. However in this mode494

other security alternatives can be used such as IPsec providing495

security at lower layer. Moreover, in this mode packets are496

simply sent over normal UDP-IP and the only way to secure497

the system is to keep attackers away from being able to498

send or receive packets in networks with nodes running with499

CoAP. Second is Pre Shared Key (PSK) mode, where the keys500

are shared in advance between the communicating parties 501

to establish DTLS link. Depending on the deployed cipher 502

suite, the use of PSKs is better than the use of a public key 503

which makes DTLS useful in constrained devices networks. 504

Additionally, in this mode there is a list of PSKs and each 505

key may include one or more nodes that can be used to 506

communicate with. Thus, a system selects an appropriate key 507

and then establishes aDTLS session. Nodes in thismodemust 508

support at least the TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CCM_8 509

cipher suite [67]. This suite provides authentication using 510

PSK (Symmetric) and 8 byte authentication tag. Third 511

mode is the Raw Public Key (RPK) where it is assumed 512

that nodes have an asymmetric key pair installed with 513

no certificate. The asymmetric key pair or RPK can be 514

generated and installed during the manufacturing process. 515

However, nodes willing to use the RPK need to support the 516

cipher suite TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CCM 517

_8 [67]. Fourth mode is called Certificate where each node 518

has an asymmetric key pair with a X.509 certificate that binds 519

it to its authority name and is signed by a third party (trusted 520

root). Nodes in this mode must support the same cipher suite 521

as RPK mode. Moreover, in this mode, a node has also a 522

list of trusted roots for certificate validation. However, this 523

security mode requires the availability and usage of a security 524

infrastructure. 525

In cipher suites used for RPK and Certificate modes, 526

DTLS along with AES/CCM integrates the Elliptic Curve 527

Cryptography (ECC) concept for device authentication using 528

the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) and 529

Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Algorithm Ephemeral keys 530

(ECDHE) for key agreement as defined in [68]. 531

b: SECURITY IN MESSAGE QUEUE TELEMETRY 532

TRANSPORT MQTT 533

MQTT is an application layer transport protocol suitable for 534

M2M and IoT communication. This open Client Server pub- 535

lish/subscribe protocol standardized by OASIS is designed 536

to be simple and lightweight messaging protocol suited to 537

be used by the constrained devices in low-bandwidth and 538

unreliable networks. Moreover, MQTT protocol has been 539

widely implemented across a variety of industries since it 540

is has been designed. The architecture of MQTT consists 541

of a publisher, a subscriber and a broker [69]. Publishers, 542

for instance sensors, put the data on the broker which plays 543

the role of an intermediary from which subscribers such as 544

applications interested in topics take the data that has been 545

published by the sensors. In its conception, MQTT contains 546

some of the key characteristics: (i) Some of them can be 547

related to the publish/subscribe pattern which provides the 548

ability of sending a message by one publisher to many sub- 549

scribers (one-to-many), (ii) MQTT supports different Quality 550

of Service (QoS) levels viz. the first level (QoS 0) related 551

to message’s best efforts delivery. Even though some of the 552

messages can be lost, at most one of them has to reach the 553

destination, the second level (QoS 1) at least one message 554
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has to arrive at the destination but duplication can happen,555

and the third level (QoS 2) where messages have to reach the556

destination but exactly once, therefore there is no duplication557

(iii) Messaging transport is independent than the continent of558

the payload, (iv) MQTT has less transport overhead and pro-559

tocol exchanges minimizing the network traffic, and (v) Noti-560

fying interested parties when an abnormal disconnection561

happens [70].562

To keep it simple and lightweight, MQTT standard doesn’t563

provide a specific security mechanism in its own like for564

instance CoAP. However, it keeps the choice open for the565

developer to deploy the security technology specific to their566

designs. Moreover, this standard recommends some secu-567

rity solutions that can be implemented with MQTT such as568

SSL/TLS [64]. It also recommends for implementations using569

SSL/TLS as a security option to use the TCP user port 8883 as570

a secured port (secure-mqtt) assigned by IANA [71] opposite571

to the port 1883 port which does not use TLS protocol.572

However, SSL/TLS is not the lightest of the protocols and573

does add a significant overhead to the network. MQTT also574

provides an authentication mechanism through the CON-575

NECT packet. This packet supports the basic authentication576

of a network and it is the first packet sent by the client577

to the server after establishing a network connection. This578

packet gives the possibility for an application to integrate579

a username and a password in the payload fields. There-580

fore, applications can choose how to use the content of581

these fields, for instance providing their own authentication582

mechanisms. Another way to secure data in MQTT can be583

by encrypting data at the application’s level that uses this584

protocol.585

3) PERCEPTION NETWORK BLOCK SECURITY586

a: SECURITY PHY AND MAC OF IEEE 802.15.4587

IEEE 802.15.4 standard [72] defines theMAC and PHY layer588

of many networking specifications protocols including but589

not limited to 6LoWPAN, Zigbee, WirelessHART, WiSUN,590

MiWi and Thread. This standard is developed to provide591

a framework and the lower layers of the OSI model, the592

physical (PHY) layer and the medium access control (MAC)593

sublayer for low-cost, low-rate and low-power wireless con-594

nectivity networks. In addition to its defined features, IEEE595

802.15.4MAC sublayer provides the basic floor for designers596

to implement application-appropriate security mechanisms at597

higher layers. Therefore, four basic security services at MAC598

sublayer [72], [73], [74] can be requested by higher layers:599

• Access control on MAC sublayer gives the legitimate600

nodes the ability to detect and block messages from601

unauthorized devices which are not part of the network.602

• Message integrity allows devices in the network to603

detect the authenticity of an intercepted and modified604

message in the transit. This is realized by including in605

each packet the computed message integrity code (MIC)606

by the sender and the receiver using a shared secret607

cryptographic key.608

TABLE 2. Security suites supported by IEEE 802.15.4 [73].

• Message confidentiality, this is done through a 609

symmetric-key encryption mechanism to keep the mes- 610

sage abstract for the interceptor. In order to have dif- 611

ferent cipher-texts for the same message, a unique 612

nonce is used at each packet encryption. Moreover, 613

when the Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) mode 614

is disabled, the nonce is generated uniquely for each 615

re-transmission ensuring that old communications can- 616

not be reused in replay attacks. However, the replay 617

protection is not provided in IEEE 802.15.4 when TSCH 618

mode is enabled. 619

• Replay protection means that if an adversary eavesdrops 620

on a legitimate message, record it, and resend it to the 621

receiver attempting a relay attack, this can be detected 622

by the receiver using theMIC incremented by the sender 623

for each packet. 624

In IEEE 802.15.4, the security requirements must be 625

explicitly specified by the application in which this stan- 626

dard is implemented by choosing one of the security suits 627

summarized in Table. 2. Therefore, by default the secu- 628

rity at applications using IEEE 802.15.4 is disabled as 629

long as the application does not set any control parame- 630

ters on IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sublayer. IEEE 802.15.4 sets 631

the encryption algorithm to use when cyphering the data 632

to transmit. However, the standard does not specify how 633

the keys have to be managed or what kind of authenti- 634

cation policies have to be applied and hence, these issues 635

are treated at upper layers. Moreover only packets of type 636

beacon, data and control packets can optionally be secured 637

by IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sublayer’s integrity and confi- 638

dentiality services. However, the security for acknowledg- 639

ment packets is not supported by IEEE 802.15.4 MAC 640

sublayer [72], [73], [74]. 641

b: SECURITY IN ZigBee 642

ZigBee is an open standard owned by ZigBee Alliance that is 643

built on top of the PHY layer and MAC sublayer of IEEE 644

802.15.4 standard. Moreover, ZigBee standard describes 645

specifications for higher protocol layers, the ZigBee Network 646

(ZNTW) layer and ZigBee Application (ZAPL) layer. ZNTW 647

layer provides functionality to ensure correct operation of 648

the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sublayer and to provide a suitable 649
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service interface to the application layer. ZAPL layer consists650

of three main components: (i) Application Support sublayer651

(APS) which act as an interface between the ZAPL layer652

and ZNTW layer, (ii) Application Framework which is the653

space where ZigBee applications are situated on every Zig-654

Bee device, and (iii) ZigBee Device Objects (ZDO) which is655

the interface providing a class of functionalities between the656

application objects in the Application Framework and APS.657

Several responsibilities are attributed to ZDO such as initial-658

izing different blocks in ZigBee stack [75] (for instance APS,659

ZNTW layer and Security Service Provider (SSP) block) and660

assembling configuration information from the end applica-661

tions to implement service discovery, security management,662

network management, etc.663

ZigBee standard support two types of security models,664

centralized and distributed. The centralized security model665

is complex but most secure since this model involves a third666

logical device in addition to routers and end devices in the667

network. The third logical device is called the trust center668

or the network coordinator. From the security viewpoint,669

the trust center’s responsibilities are: (i) Authenticating and670

configuring routers and end devices when they are join-671

ing the network, (ii) Generating network key for encrypted672

communication across the network, (iii) Switching to a new673

network key either periodically or when it is required limiting674

the life time of the network key, (iv) Establishing a unique675

link key for each device to securely communicate with the676

trust center when joining the network, and (v) Maintaining677

the security of the whole network. In this security model678

routers and end devices are not involved in establishing any679

of the network keys. Unlike the centralized security model,680

the distributed security model is simpler but less secure.681

In this model, only routers and end devices are involved in682

the network. In addition to their routing function, routers683

are the ones responsible for forming the distributed network684

and also in registering newly joint routers and end devices.685

Routers issue the network keys for messages encryption in the686

network.687

All security mechanisms used in ZigBee rely on AES688

128 bits encryption algorithm in Enhanced Counter with689

CBC-MAC (CCM*)mode of operation since initially ZigBee690

security complements the security services provided by IEEE691

802.15.4 standard in which the same security policies are692

used. In ZigBee standard there are three kind of symmetric693

keys: (i) Master key which is a shared key used during the694

execution of a symmetric-key establishment protocol. The695

master key is the basis for long-term security between the696

two devices, and may be used to generate link key, (ii)697

Link key is a key that is shared exclusively between only698

two peer entities present at ZAPL layer within a ZigBee699

network, and (iii) Network key is used by ZigBee devices700

to secure outgoing ZNTW layer frames and that is available701

for use to process the incoming frames also. The ZNTW702

layer key is a temporary, unique AES 128 bits key generated703

by the trust center whenever it is outdated and shared with704

all devices in the network using the old key. Moreover,705

network key is necessary for any node willing to join the 706

network [76]. 707

c: SECURITY IN IQRF 708

IQRF is an emerging technology based on wireless 709

packet-oriented communication using Direct Peripheral 710

Access (DPA) protocol via radio frequency connectivity. 711

This main components of this technology are a transceiver 712

module (TR), an operating system (OS) and a gateway. 713

The IQRF TR module is an intelligent electronic board 714

containing a communication device, a micro-controller and 715

other optional components. Moreover, IQRF TR modules are 716

end devices (nodes) in every IQRF wireless network. IQRF 717

OS provides access to the TR module resources such as pro- 718

cessor, memory, peripherals and communication interfaces. 719

This operating system is installed on the micro-controller of 720

each IQRF TR module. Additionally, IQRF OS contains a 721

large number of functions for communication and network 722

services such as bounding, routing and devices discovery. 723

Therefore, IQRF OS represents the network layer of the 724

IQRF wireless networks supporting peer-to-peer and mesh 725

networking. IQRF gateway called Gateway Daemon (GWD) 726

is an interface to LAN and Internet connectivity (cloud). 727

The IQRF GWD is a project that provides open-source 728

components for building IQRF Gateways [9], [77]. Fur- 729

thermore, IQRF uses in its TRs modules for communica- 730

tion the low-power, low-data rate RF transceiver named ST 731

SPIRIT1 [78]. In addition to its communication capabilities, 732

SPIRIT1 includes an AES 128-bit encryption co-processor 733

providing the basic ground for IQRF to implement its security 734

mechanisms. 735

In IQRF networks, encryption is the way to prevent 736

unauthorized access and protect sensitive data. Hence, all 737

encryption schemes in IQRF networks utilizes AES 128-Bit 738

standard. IQRF technology uses three different encryption 739

mechanisms. First, access encryption which is used to secure 740

all sensitive wireless operations such as bounding and main- 741

tenance. Bounding is one of the most critical operations from 742

the security point of view. I this operation, all sensitive data 743

such as network keys (used in network encryption), node ID 744

and node address are exchanged. Therefore this phase has to 745

be well protected. To do so, an access key is generated from 746

a 16 bytes user specified password. The generated access 747

key along with AES 128-Bit in Electronic Codebook (ECB) 748

mode is used for data access encryption. Second, network 749

encryption which is deployed during normal network opera- 750

tions. Therefore, all packets circulating in IQRF network are 751

encrypted. In this encryption mechanism, the AES 128-Bit 752

standard with 16 bytes network encryption key and additional 753

Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) proprietary algorithm is used. 754

Unlike access encryption key, the network encryption key is 755

derived from a 192 bits long, unique, and randomly gener- 756

ated password by the manufacturer and stored in all IQRF 757

TRs. However, in a given IQRF network, only the password 758

stored in the coordinator is used to generate the network 759

encryption key. Third, user encryption mechanism which is 760
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used to increase security by encrypting the user’s data. This761

mode is fully controlled by the user. Therefore, a 16 bytes762

key is manually entered. However, the user key must be the763

same for all nodes willing to join a given network. Similarly,764

to access encryption and network encryption, user encryption765

is also based on AES-128 with 16 bytes long key but in ECB766

mode [79].767

4) EDGE BLOCK SECURITY768

a: SECURITY IN 6LoWPAN769

IP version 6 (IPv6) [80] allows every edge device of the770

network to be directly addressed. Hence, this flattens the771

addressing hierarchy, obviates the need of complex gateways772

and simplifies the connectivity model. Moreover, Low-Power773

Wireless Personal Area Network (LoWPAN) is a simple,774

low cost wireless communication network in applications775

with limited power and relaxed throughput requirements.776

Therefore, 6LoWPAN is a protocol definition merging the777

two concepts, IPv6 and LoWPAN to enable networks includ-778

ing constrained devices with limited computation, storage779

and communication capabilities to deal with IPv6 require-780

ments [81]. More specifically, networks conform to the IEEE781

802.15.4 standardwhich are characterized by short range, low782

bit rate, low power and low cost. Since IPv6 uses packets783

much larger in size than the largest frame defined in IEEE784

802.15.4, a fragmentation and reassembly adaptation layer785

must be provided as it is defined in the proposed stan-786

dard [44].787

Often 6LowPAN applications require confidentiality and788

integrity. This can be realized at higher layers such as789

application, transport or at lower layers such as the data790

link layer. In this context, IEEE 802.15.4 provides link791

layer security based on AES with several modes of opera-792

tion that can ensure the confidentiality and integrity. How-793

ever IEEE 802.15.4 omits the details about for instance794

key management, bootstrapping and security. They are795

also extraneous to 6LoWPAN and not addressed in its796

specifications.797

b: SECURITY IN IPV6 ROUTING PROTOCOL FOR798

LOW-POWER AND LOSSY NETWORKS (RPL)799

Low-Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) are networks com-800

prising constrained routers and their interconnects. They are801

usually constrained in processing power, storage and energy802

sources. LLNs are also known by their high loss rates, low803

data rate and instability. Moreover, LLNs support point-804

to-point, multipoint-to-point and point-to-multipoint traffic805

flows. IPv6 Routing Protocol for LLNs (RPL) is a distance-806

vector (proactive) routing protocol. The routing in RPL807

is based on Destination Directed Oriented Acyclic Graphs808

(DODAGs). Hence, nodes in DODAG topology are con-809

nected in such a way that no cycles are present. The resulting810

topology is similar to a tree where all routes in each graph end811

at single destination (sink) called DODAG root. Moreover,812

the graph is built by the use of an Objective function (OF).813

This function defines how routing metrics are computed814

taking in account routing constraints such as Expected Num- 815

ber of Transmissions (ETX), the current amount of battery 816

and other functions during the topology construction. There- 817

fore, a logical topology is built over a physical infrastructure 818

and this specifies an RPL instance defining an OF for a set 819

of one or more DODAGs. Each node in the network has 820

an assigned rank number (Rank). This number defines the 821

distance in terms of hops of that node from the root node. 822

Rank may also be seen as a function of the routing metric or it 823

may be calculatedwith respect to other constraints.Moreover, 824

a Rank of a node strictly increases or strictly decreases 825

depending on the node’s position relative to DODAG root. 826

In addition, the rank helps the protocol to avoid routing loops 827

by computing node’s position relative to other nodes and to 828

the DODAG root. 829

RPL protocol supports four control messages: (i) DODAG 830

Information Solicitation (DIS) sent by a node requesting 831

information about any nearby DODAGs for purpose to join 832

an existing DODAG, (ii) DODAG Information Object (DIO), 833

a message that shares information from an existing DODAG 834

such as the Rank of a node, the current RPL Instance, the IPv6 835

address of the root, etc. DIO is a response to DIS request, 836

(iii) Destination Advertisement Object (DAO) message that 837

can be used by a node to report its parents to the DODAG 838

root. The DODAG root can assemble together downward 839

along the DODAG to a particular node using DAO parent 840

sets from each node in the route, (iv) DAO acknowledgment 841

(DAO-ACK), a unicast packet sent by a node parent or a 842

DODAG root that received a DAOmessage as a confirmation 843

to reception, and (v) Consistency Check (CC) message which 844

is used for nodes to resynchronize using CC messages and 845

ensure that message’s counter value is not repeated. CC can 846

be sent by a node to protect against replay attacks. RPL uses in 847

it’s control messages the Internet Control Message Protocol 848

(ICMPv6) header [82] followed by a message body where 849

the security field can be enabled. Unlike routing protocols 850

that broadcast control messages at fixed time interval causing 851

energy wastage and may present energy hole threat for the 852

network, RPL adapts the DIO messages sending intervals to 853

the frequency of changes of the network topology. Therefore, 854

in non-mobile and stable networks, RPL control messages are 855

rarely sent [83], [84]. 856

RPL protocol defines a secured version of its control 857

messages. Hence, setting the most significant bit (MSB) in 858

the RPL message field named Code will identify whether 859

or not the security is enabled for the RPL message (DIS, 860

DIO, DAO or DAOACK). If the security is chosen to be 861

enabled, a security field of four bytes is added to the message 862

right after the ICMPv6 header. Moreover, RPL provides few 863

security mechanisms to ensure network data confidentiality 864

and integrity. In fact, RPL security mechanisms can be seen 865

as three possible security modes, (i) unsecured mode where 866

the exchange security relies on the security of other layers if 867

any is implemented; (ii) pre-installed mode where nodes fully 868

join the network with a pre-shared key and; (iii) authenticated 869

mode where nodes join the network only as leafs waiting 870
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for an authentication authority to provide a second key to871

be fully connected to the network [85]. It is specified in872

RPL specification document [83] that the encryption for RPL873

messages is ensured by the AES-128-CCM cryptographic874

algorithm.875

B. IoT NETWORK LAYER SECURITY ASPECTS876

The Network Layer is the middle layer of the IoT three877

layer architecture. This layer is also the third layer of the878

OSI model. Data routing, data forwarding, logical connec-879

tion setup, delivery error reporting are the main functions880

of this layer. Network Layer represents the backbone of881

systems based on the OSI model as it contains hardware882

devices such as routers, switches, firewalls, repeaters and883

bridges.884

c: SECURITY IN IPV6 AND IPV4885

IPv6, the new version of the Internet Protocol is developed886

to provide new services and the only available alternative to887

IPv4. It can support the expansion of Internet enabled applica-888

tions and devices. The current Internet infrastructure uses the889

IPv4. However, due to the shortage of IPv4 addresses and the890

need of a next Internet protocol generation, the adoption of891

IPv6 is inevitable. IPv6 is expected to enhance many aspects892

and solve some problems within IPv4. It makes Internet893

more secure. Compared to IPv4, IPv6 encompasses major894

modifications such as the address length (128 bits instead of895

32 bits), three types of addresses (unicast, anycast and multi-896

cast), headers are simplified compared to IPv4 and formerly897

mandatory IP security (IPSec) [86]. Moreover, IPv6 supports898

end-to-end communication. This allows the source and des-899

tination nodes to communicate directly without the need of900

intermediate systems such as Network Address Translation901

(NAT) as in IPv4 Internet. Another important feature in IPv6902

protocol is auto-configuration. Unlike IPv4 that uses state-903

ful protocols such as Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol904

(DHCP) which requires a server to store host’s configuration905

information, IPv6 in addition to it’s DHCPv6 introduces906

another simplified stateless auto-configurationmethod allow-907

ing nodes to assign themselves an IPv6 address using only the908

available local informationwith neither connecting to a server909

nor using a DHCPv6 [87].910

IP security (IPSec) [88] is a suite of protocols designed by911

IETF. This protocol provides network layer (Internet) encryp-912

tion and authentication of traffic at IP level. In IPv4, the use913

of IPSec is optional. Therefore, in IPv4 networks, the NAT914

is used instead. However, in IPv6 networks, the support of915

IPSec is mandatory as the use of NATs become unnecessary916

because of the expanded address space. The Authentication917

Header( AH) and the Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP)918

are used to implement the IPSec [89]. Since the security in919

IPv4 was not taken into consideration while designing the920

IPv4 protocol, some security alternatives were developed.921

The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is one of them and used to922

secure web browsing, data transfers and e-mails [89]. The use923

of IPSec in IPv6 will not make IPv6 more secure than IPv4924

as this security mechanism is available for both of them. The 925

need of KeyManagement Infrastructure (KMI) is vital for the 926

use of IPSec to make the implementations of IPv4 and IPv6 927

more practical. In addition to that, establishing a KMI is not 928

an easy task as it requires complicated mechanisms of trust 929

and key management [86]. 930

C. IoT APPLICATION LAYER SECURITY ASPECTS 931

The Support Layer [90] that provides support for the require- 932

ments of diversified applications via intelligent comput- 933

ing techniques, for instance cloud computing, middleware, 934

service support etc. is merged with the Application Layer 935

in the proposed IoT ecosystem architecture. Additionally, 936

the Application Layer consists of applications and services 937

including but not limited to intelligent transportation, health- 938

care, intelligent traffic, smart environment, smart home, 939

etc., [90]. The security of IoT applications merely is not a part 940

of this paper, but also we focus on the security of the cloud in 941

an IoT ecosystem. 942

The cloud provides to companies and users various capa- 943

bilities such as computing power, storage capacity, services, 944

and running applications over the Internet. However, there are 945

several security concerns related to cloud computing which 946

are faced by both, the cloud providers and their customers. 947

A number IoT cloud providers presented in [91] and [92] 948

are emerging into the market. In this following paragraph we 949

present the security mechanisms of Amazon Web Services 950

cloud platform. 951

d: AMAZON WEB SERVICES (AWS) IoT PLATFORM 952

AWS is a cloud computing platform with high scalability, 953

availability and dependability. AWS presents the necessary 954

tools for customers to run different kind of applications. 955

Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA) are very 956

important for AWS to maintain the client’s confidence and 957

trust. One of the security policies of AWS is the shared 958

security responsibility [93]. The security responsibility is 959

shared between the customer and the cloud service provider at 960

the moment where the customer moves its system and data to 961

the cloud. AWS is responsible of securing the infrastructure 962

where the cloud is installed and the customer is responsible 963

to put the data on the cloud or the connectivity to it. For 964

instance, configuration of certain security features on the 965

cloud such as user accounts and credentials, logging, and 966

TLS/SSL for data transmission is the responsibility of the 967

customer. Security configurations that has to be done by 968

the customer varies also depending on the selected cloud 969

services and the customer’s data degree of sensitivity. On the 970

other hand AWS is responsible of protecting the global 971

infrastructure such as hardware, software, networking, and 972

facilities where all the offered AWS services are run. Pro- 973

tecting the infrastructure hisas the highest priority for AWS. 974

According to AWS, the design and management of AWS 975

global infrastructure security is based on best practices and 976

several security compliance standards listed in [93]. This 977
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makes AWS as one of the most secured existing cloud978

infrastructures.979

AWS network architecture allows customer to select the980

desired level of security and resilience depending on the981

customer’s need. Elements such as secure network architec-982

ture, secure access points, transmission protection, amazon983

corporate segregation, fault tolerant design, and network984

monitoring and protection make AWS as a world class net-985

work infrastructure. These elements come under the net-986

work security of AWS and are described in [93] as follow:987

(i) Secure network architecture includes firewall and other988

edge devices of the network used to control and moni-989

tor the communications. Edge devices provide the sets of990

rules, Access Control Lists (ACL) and other configurations991

controlling the information flow, (ii) Secure access points,992

called also secure API endpoints, is reached by limiting the993

number of access points to the cloud. This strategy allows994

a good monitoring of the network traffic. Endpoints allows995

the customer to establish a secure communication using996

HTTPs with the customers’ system instances or stored data,997

(iii) Transmission protection is ensured by HTTPs using998

the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. AWS provides999

also an additional layer of security such as Amazon Vir-1000

tual Private Cloud (VPC) for customers who require higher1001

level of security. VPC provides a private subnet and give1002

the customer the possibility of using IPSec Virtual Pri-1003

vate Network (VPN), (iv) Amazon corporate segregation1004

is implemented by segregating the AWS production net-1005

work from Amazon corporate with a set of segregation1006

devices, (v) Fault tolerant design ensuring a high level1007

of availability and minimizing the impact of failures on1008

the customers, and (vi) Network monitoring and protec-1009

tion using automated monitoring systems in order to pro-1010

vide a high level of service performance and availability.1011

Furthermore, account security features such as credentials1012

for access, HTTPs endpoints for encryption data transmis-1013

sion, user activity logging, and others are also provided by1014

AWS to keep customers’ account safe from unauthorized1015

access [92], [93].1016

IV. TYPES OF ATTACKS IN AN IoT ECOSYSTEM1017

For long time several types of attacks have been present1018

in the traditional cyberspace including interconnected com-1019

puterized networks, services, computer systems, embedded1020

processors, and information storage or sharing [94]. However,1021

the new threat in IoT is the scale of connected devices and1022

relative simplicity of attacks. Therefore, millions of inter-1023

connected resource-constrained devices can be a potential1024

victim of cyber attacks. In this section, we briefly present1025

the most common attacks in an IoT ecosystem. From the1026

technical viewpoint, various attacks illustrated in Figure 31027

are encountered in different layers of the IoT ecosystem1028

architecture defined in this paper. At the end of this sectionwe1029

show in Table 4 how the IoT enabling technologies presented1030

in this paper may be affected by these attacks.1031

A. IoT PERCEPTION LAYER SECURITY ATTACKS 1032

1) PERCEPTION SENSOR BLOCK ATTACKS 1033

a: NODE CAPTURE/REPLICATION ATTACK 1034

Wireless sensor networks can quickly scale to large node con- 1035

figurations. As the sensor nodes are low-cost, their hardware 1036

components are unprotected by a type of physical shielding 1037

that could prevent access to processing, memory, sensing or 1038

communication components. Therefore, placing unshielded 1039

sensor node in a hostile environment enables an adversary 1040

with a little effort to access the sensor’s internal state and 1041

capture, replicate or insert a duplicated node in a chosen net- 1042

work. Such attacks may cause dramatic consequences and the 1043

network might be corrupted by the adversary or disconnects 1044

a significant part of it [95]. 1045

b: DEVICE TAMPERING ATTACK 1046

An adversary can physically tamper with the node for exam- 1047

ple, switch off or restart and steal keys, codes, and data [5]. 1048

c: NODE PHYSICAL DAMAGE ATTACK 1049

In this attack an adversary can physically harms or destroy a 1050

node in an IoT system and results a Denial of Service [96] 1051

d: JAMMING ATTACK 1052

Jamming attack belongs to one of the DoS attack class. 1053

It is an active attack, meaning that it can be responsible of 1054

modifying the data stream or a creation of false data stream. 1055

In this attack an adversary employsmalicious nodes to disrupt 1056

the communication in an IoT perception network through 1057

interference. In resource-constrained network, these type of 1058

attacks affect negatively the limited resources of the devices, 1059

hence harming the network. Jamming attack can be classified 1060

into four types [97]: Constant jamming, where the attacker 1061

generates constant noise at the same frequency that the WSN 1062

operates; Deceptive jamming, where the attacker replaces 1063

the valid signals or fabricates instead of sending random 1064

bits; Random jamming, where the jammer node jams the 1065

network for a particular amount of time and turns off the 1066

radio and sleeps for the rest of time instead of being active 1067

continuously; and reactive jamming, where the jammer node 1068

stays quiet when the channel is idle and starts emitting radio 1069

signals as soon as it senses the channel activity. 1070

e: MAN IN THE MIDDLE ATTACK (MiM) 1071

In this type of attack, the attacker intercepts the commu- 1072

nication between two nodes and becomes the originator of 1073

messages. The receiver node can be tricked thinking that the 1074

received messages are from a legitimate source. An example 1075

of MiM attack is in RFID systems where the attacker places 1076

two fake nodes, one close to the tag and another one close to 1077

the reader whom it wants to be deceived. After intercepting 1078

the signal from the reader, the fake node close to the reader 1079

forwards the signal to the fake node near the tag without 1080

trying to identify the content of the messages. Similarly, the 1081

fake node close to the tag forwards the signal to the tag and 1082
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TABLE 3. Security in IoT enabling technologies A: Access Encryption; N: Network Encryption; U: User Encryption; L: Link Encryption; R: Recommended.

FIGURE 3. IoT ecosystem attacks.

receives a replay from it. The replay message contains the1083

tag ID. Then the replay message is forwarded back to the1084

reader [98].1085

f: INTERFERENCE ATTACK1086

In Interference attack, the attacker tries to find out the operat-1087

ing frequency that the WSN uses to transmit data and gener-1088

ates a RF signal at the same frequency. The generated signal1089

can be anything random, creating a noisy environment for1090

the sensor nodes in the network or sending packets following 1091

the same protocol used in a WSN with an aim to create 1092

collisions. When collision occurs, the back-off time increases 1093

for the collided nodes, and therefore, the stream of data 1094

changes [97]. 1095

g: MALICIOUS NODES INJECTION ATTACK 1096

Malicious Nodes Injection Attack occurs when the adversary 1097

has the ability to compromise an arbitrary number of nodes. 1098
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In this type of attack, the attacker injects malicious nodes,1099

generally with powerful resources such as processing, storage1100

and transmission capabilities and make them work together1101

in order to create a colliding attack. This attack can be real-1102

ized in two consecutive phases. First, replicating a targeted1103

legitimate node after compromising it and accessing its stored1104

information, thus gaining full control of it. At that moment,1105

the replicated powerful node is then injected into the network1106

and isolates the compromised node by moving it or depleting1107

its energy. Second, creating another malicious node or entity1108

with a new identity including the copied information from1109

the compromised node and injecting it in the network after1110

synchronizing it with the first injected node. However, this1111

last injected node is not a replica of the compromised node1112

but it is a new node with same properties. The result is two1113

injected malicious nodes working together to achieve desired1114

attacks [99].1115

h: DoS ATTACK1116

From the Lp view, given the limited computation ability,1117

a node can easily be vulnerable to DoS attack. This type of1118

attack attempts to make a network resources unavailable to1119

legitimate users [100].1120

2) PERCEPTION APPLICATION BLOCK ATTACKS1121

a: CoAP AMPLIFICATION ATTACK1122

A node with an installed CoAP replays to requests with a1123

response packet. Moreover, a replay packet to request packets1124

may be larger in size than the request itself. This property1125

is know as amplification. An attacker may use this property1126

in CoAP and send small packets requesting for larger packet1127

replays. The misuse of this property may overload the tar-1128

geted node and cause DoS to it or to the entire network [101].1129

b: MQTT ATTACK1130

MQTT can be subjected to several attacks. Disrupting or1131

exhausting the broker by an attacker causes a DoS. More-1132

over, MQTT is a TCP based protocol and is vulnerable to1133

TCP based DoS attacks. A threat model for MQTT-based1134

IoT devices is presented in [102]. In this paper, authors1135

present a number of attacks with different scenarios for each1136

attack such as DoS, identity spoofing, information disclosure,1137

elevation of privilege, and data tampering.1138

3) PERCEPTION NETWORK BLOCK ATTACKS1139

a: FLOODING ATTACK1140

This type of attack leads to saturating the network by gener-1141

ating a large amount of traffic. As a result, the links between1142

nodes become unavailable. An example of this type of attack1143

is HELLO flood attack [103].1144

b: SINKHOLE/BLACKHOLE ATTACK1145

In this type of attack an intruder compromises a node to attract1146

all the traffic from neighboring nodes. The compromised1147

node advertises falsified information data to attract a lot of1148

traffic. Due to their communication pattern, WSNs with base 1149

station to which all nodes send data, are more vulnerable to 1150

sinkhole attacks [103], [104]. Most of the time this attack 1151

is lunched in networks using AODV routing protocol. The 1152

malicious node waits for the neighboring nodes to initiate 1153

a route request (RREQ). Once the RREQ is initiated, the 1154

malicious node receives it and sends immediately a false 1155

route replay (RREP) message with a higher sequence number 1156

convincing the node which sent the request that the route 1157

toward the destination is fresh. In this case, the requesting 1158

node ignores all the RREPs from other neighboring nodes and 1159

sends packets over the malicious node. Whenever a RREQ 1160

takes place near the malicious node, it replays with a fake 1161

RREQ and takes all routes to it creating what is called a black 1162

hole [105]. 1163

c: WORMHOLE ATTACK 1164

Wormhole attack happens when two adversaries located 1165

in two geographically separated networks create a com- 1166

munication tunnel referred to as wormhole. This tun- 1167

nel can be a wired link or a wireless link with suffi- 1168

cient range and bandwidth operating at different frequency 1169

band. Once the communication is established between 1170

adversaries, attacks such as man-in-the-middle can be 1171

performed [105]. 1172

d: SYBIL ATTACK 1173

In Sybil attack an adversary generates multiple fake identities 1174

in the network to control legitimate nodes. In particular, 1175

a Sybil attack involves subverting the identities of nodes by 1176

creating pseudonymous identities for facilitating malicious 1177

access to a network. The distinction between a normal user 1178

and an attacker is challenging in Sybil attacks and this makes 1179

it one of the most dangerous security threats to IoT net- 1180

works [106]. 1181

e: SPOOFING, REPLAY, AND MESSAGE ALTERING ATTACK 1182

In this type of attack, the attacker injects new or an intercepted 1183

data into the network in an attempt to disrupt the network 1184

operations. This injection of data can be done either internally 1185

by using a compromised node or externally by using a mali- 1186

cious entity. Hence, replayed messages produces incorrect 1187

information which can be propagated in the network causing 1188

network routing or operation failures [107], [108]. 1189

f: EAVESDROPPING ATTACK 1190

Also known as sniffing or snooping attack, it is an incur- 1191

sion where the adversary tries to steal information from the 1192

network. The adversary listens passively to the network for 1193

the sent, received or broadcast packets to gain access to 1194

information such as node identification numbers, sensitive 1195

data or routing updates. The intercepted data can be used 1196

by the attacker to compromise nodes, degrade application 1197

performance or disrupt routing [108]. 1198
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g: TRAFFIC ANALYSIS ATTACK1199

This type of attack is similar to eavesdropping attack.1200

However in traffic analysis attack, the attacker simply1201

analyzes the traffic without compromising the data for1202

instance to deduce the traffic pattern, determine the loca-1203

tion of key nodes, the routing structure or the application1204

behavior [97], [108].1205

h: DoS ATTACK1206

DoS attack in WSNs is when an adversary tries to prevent1207

a partial or total number of legitimate nodes from accessing1208

to network services. This attack can be carried by flood-1209

ing messages in a network and make it unavailable for1210

users [100], [105].1211

i: INFORMATION ROUTING ATTACK1212

Information routing attack is a type of attack where the1213

adversary uses different techniques such as spoofing, altering1214

or replaying routing information to complicate the network1215

operations. This attack can create routing loops, dropping1216

valid packets or partitioning the network [109].1217

4) EDGE BLOCK ATTACKS1218

a: RPL ATTACK1219

RPL is basically vulnerable to most of the WSN attacks pre-1220

sented in [109], [110], and [111] such as selective forwarding1221

attack where the attacker disrupts routing paths; Sinkhole1222

attack attracting nearby nodes to route traffic to the malicious1223

node; Wormhole attack creating a special link between two1224

malicious nodes in the same network or in two different1225

networks and forward packets; Topology attacks for instance1226

rank attack and local repairing attack aiming to change the1227

internal operation of the nodes and break the optimized net-1228

work topology and; Finally HELLO flood attack.1229

b: 6LoWPAN FRAGMENTATION ATTACK1230

As an adaptation layer, 6LoWPAN provides the connectivity1231

between non resource-constrained IPv6-based networks and1232

resource-constrained networks for instance the ones conform1233

to IEEE 802.15.4. Due to the size of IEEE 802.15.4 MTU1234

(127 bytes) compared to the IPv6MTU (1280 bytes), the IPv61235

frame must to be fragmented and transmitted as elementary1236

frames [44]. However, an attacker may take advantage of this1237

situation and either sends its own fragments especially if no1238

authentication mechanism is used or messing the buffer order1239

at the receiver before it is reassembled [109].1240

B. IoT NETWORK LAYER SECURITY ATTACKS1241

The implementation of IPv6 as an alternative to the dying1242

IPv4 will not disappear the previous IPv4-based net-1243

works attacks. In this subsection we present some of the1244

attacks related to the Network Layer of the IoT ecosystem1245

architecture.1246

c: SNIFFING ATTACK 1247

In IPv4 and IPv6 based networks, data can be captured while 1248

traveling thorough the network. Especially if the confidential 1249

transmitted data is not encrypted, the attacker can compro- 1250

mise it easily by running sniffing attack [112]. 1251

d: RECONNAISSANCE ATTACK IN IPV4 AND IPV6 1252

NETWORKS 1253

In reconnaissance attack, an intruder collects data about hosts 1254

and other network devices and also interconnections of the 1255

victim’s network and use it to perform other types of attacks. 1256

There are two types of methods that are used to launch a 1257

reconnaissance attack. Active methods consist of scanning 1258

techniques and passive methods such as data mining. One of 1259

the active methods is where the intruder pings the targeted 1260

network using ping probes to determine the victim’s network 1261

IP addresses. Once the pinging is done, the intruder scans the 1262

ports usually using a software that can perform both actions, 1263

pinging and port scan. Although reconnaissance procedures 1264

are the same in both IPv4 and IPv6 networks, the size of 1265

the sub network (Subnet) in IPv6 (64 bits), which is much 1266

larger than the one in IPv4, makes IPv6 networks much 1267

more resistant to reconnaissance attacks than IPv4 networks 1268

and because of this the number of probes that the intruder 1269

must introduce is (264) which is practically impossible [89]. 1270

Even though IPv6 based networks are more immune against 1271

reconnaissance attacks, the multicast addresses defined in 1272

IPv6 specification document [80] can enable the intruder to 1273

perform attacks targeting some of the network’s resource. 1274

C. IoT APPLICATION LAYER SECURITY ATTACKS 1275

e: MALICIOUS WORM-VIRUS ATTACK 1276

In this type of attack, an adversary can spread a malicious 1277

code using different means such as downloading files on the 1278

Internet, emails or instantaneously attached files (pictures, 1279

docs, etc.). The worm replicates itself exponentially in the 1280

system or the network where it is sent or installed. With this 1281

action, the adversary tries to create damages in the targeted 1282

system by consuming storage space or network bandwidth. 1283

While with viruses the adversary generally aims to corrupt or 1284

modify files [96]. 1285

f: DoS ATTACK 1286

DoS attack can also be at the Application Layer where the 1287

attacker for instance blocks legitimate users from accessing 1288

IoT applications by denying the system services [96]. 1289

V. CURRENT SECURITY MECHANISMS IN IoT ECOSYSTEM 1290

A secure and efficient implementation of an IoT ecosystem 1291

needs to take in account three primary security and pri- 1292

vacy goals; Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA). 1293

Confidentiality, which is roughly equivalent to privacy is an 1294

important feature in an IoT ecosystem. This feature ensures 1295

the protection of data such as patient’s data, private infor- 1296

mation and secret keys from unauthorized access or to be 1297
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TABLE 4. Projection of attacks on IoT ecosystem enabling technologies.

disclosed. In some scenarios, confidentiality may not be1298

mandatory, for instance when the data is publicly presented.1299

Integrity in an IoT ecosystem ensures the accuracy, con-1300

sistency and trustworthiness of the data over its entire life1301

cycle. Therefore, measures must be taken to ensure that1302

data is not changed in transit or altered by unauthorized1303

people. Integrity is a mandatory security feature in the CIA1304

triad. The degree of integrity can be different from an IoT1305

system to another. For instance, a patient remote monitor-1306

ing system must have a high integrity check level against1307

human or non-human caused data alteration as in the latter1308

the consequences can be dramatic compared to an ambient1309

temperature sensor node. A good backup system must be1310

available in case there is a need to restore the affected data.1311

Availability ensures that the IoT ecosystem keeps providing1312

services despite the presence of a malfunctioning system1313

or malicious entities. In an IoT ecosystem, availability has1314

also different levels depending on the application domain.1315

For instance, a fire system would have higher availability1316

requirements. Availability can be ensured by rigorous system1317

maintenance and upgrades. It is also ensured by providing 1318

adequate communication bandwidth for critical systems and 1319

take in account the bottlenecks problems. Redundancy and 1320

making backups are also important concepts when it comes 1321

to providing a reliable IoT ecosystem. Moreover, fast and 1322

adaptive recovery of IoT system from unusual situations such 1323

as attacks or natural disasters or another worse scenario is 1324

essential [113]. 1325

Developing a secure IoT ecosystem and taking into account 1326

possible security risks is very difficult task. Therefore, the 1327

Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) defines 1328

the broadly agreed ten rules representing the most critical 1329

security risks to an IoT ecosystem [114]. This helps the man- 1330

ufacturers, developers and consumers to better understand the 1331

security risks associated with IoT. Moreover, it helps users to 1332

make better security decisions when building, deploying or 1333

assessing the technology. 1334

Traditional security mechanisms can’t be directly 1335

applied to IoT systems as it uses different standards 1336

and communication technologies. IoT systems need an 1337
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appropriate protection against all possible attacks or vulnera-1338

bilities. Therefore, security is needed at each layer. Following1339

are security mechanisms deployed in IoT at each layer to1340

deal with security and privacy goals and the OWASP defined1341

risks.1342

A. IoT PERCEPTION LAYER SECURITY MECHANISMS1343

1) PERCEPTION SENSOR BLOCK SECURITY MECHANISMS1344

a: AUTHENTICATION AND IDENTIFICATION1345

The pervasive and scalable nature of IoT devicesmake the tra-1346

ditional identification and authentication schemes inapplica-1347

ble. Identification in IoT ecosystem is crucial for the system’s1348

and user’s security and privacy. Therefore, the choice of the1349

authentication technique is critical.We review a lot of authen-1350

tication techniques presented for different scenarios. The1351

article [115] surveys more than forty authentication protocols1352

developed to be used in the context of the IoT. Authors in1353

this paper categorize authentication protocols in four different1354

sets based on the environment where they can be deployed1355

namely M2M, Internet of Vehicles (IoV), Internet of Energy1356

(IoE), and Internet of Sensors (IoS). Based on [115] IoT1357

authentication can be categorized into three types: authen-1358

tication that uses symmetric crypto system, authentication1359

that uses asymmetric crypto system and authentication uses1360

hybrid protocols. It is also mentioned in [115] that the real-1361

ization process to establish an IoT authentication protocol1362

is achieved in seven steps. First, the definition of network1363

model for instance M2M, IoV, IoE or IoS. Second, the defini-1364

tion of authentication model for instance mutual authentica-1365

tion, perfect forward secrecy, anonymity, and untraceability.1366

Third, the definition of threat model. Fourth, the selection of1367

countermeasure techniques such as cryptographic methods,1368

biometric, Bloom Filter, biometric etc. Fifth, the proposition1369

of main phases of the protocol for instance initial setup or1370

registration process. Sixth, analyze the security using formal1371

security verification techniques such as ProVerif, BAN-logic,1372

and AVISPA. Seventh, evaluation of the system performances1373

such as storage cost, computation complexity, communica-1374

tion overhead, error rates etc.1375

Authors in [116] presented One Time Password (OTP)1376

authentication protocol for IoT based on elliptic curves.1377

In this paper, authors demonstrated that the proposed1378

protocol performs better than the existing OTP ones by keep-1379

ing the same security levels. A certificate-based authenti-1380

cation method is proposed in [117]. Authors in this inves-1381

tigation study tried to prove or not the practicability of1382

running a certificate on resource-constrained devices. It is1383

concluded that a certificate-based authentication method1384

is heavy on resource-constrained devices and they pro-1385

posed three methods, one of them is to pre-validate the1386

certificate at the gateway as it can be more powerful in1387

terms of computation and storage. Mahalle et al. [118] pro-1388

posed a Threshold Cryptography-based Group Authentica-1389

tion (TCGA). This scheme is applied to a group of devices1390

ensuring simultaneous authentication of all the devices in1391

the group. This is beneficial in case a large number of 1392

devices need to be authenticated at the same time. Results 1393

show that the proposed scheme is lightweight and scal- 1394

able and resistant to battery exhaustion, replay and MIM 1395

attacks. Another certificate-based authentication work for 1396

WSNs in distributed IoT applications is proposed in [119]. 1397

The proposed method comprises two phases, registration and 1398

authentication, allowing the network entities and end-users to 1399

authenticate each other and establish a secure link. A hard- 1400

ware based authentication technique discussed in [120] 1401

proposes an authentication technique based on Physical 1402

Unclonable Functions (PUF). This method can prevent iden- 1403

tity theft and device cloning. Similar to [120], authors 1404

in [121] identify PUF that uses device’s physical prop- 1405

erties such as fingerprint to identify the device. Combin- 1406

ing PUF and Physical Key Generation (PKG) serves as an 1407

encryption and authentication service. Many more identifi- 1408

cation and authentication works are surveyed and described 1409

in [16] and [122]. 1410

b: LIGHTWEIGHT ENCRYPTION 1411

The conventional cryptographic methods might not be suit- 1412

able for IoT devices due to their resource-constrained 1413

nature. Moreover, the conventional algorithms may incur 1414

too high latency or cause high power consumption for 1415

such devices. Therefore, lightweight cryptography is the 1416

required technology ensuring security of end-to-end com- 1417

munication, low power consumption and adaptability in 1418

resource-constrained environments. However, there are three 1419

major challenges that need to be considered when deploy- 1420

ing cryptographic security solutions to IoT devices [123]. 1421

First is the overhead of security solutions which must be 1422

reduced to fit with the resource-constrained nature of IoT. 1423

Second is the power consumption of security solutions 1424

which must be minimal. Third is the security solution per- 1425

formance that should be acceptable to support application 1426

needs. The aforementioned challenges motivate researchers 1427

to find a lightweight cryptographic primitives applicable and 1428

can secure pervasive resource-constrained devices such as 1429

RFID tags and wireless sensor nodes. The National Insti- 1430

tute of Standards and Technology (NIST) started in 2013 a 1431

lightweight cryptography project to evaluate the performance 1432

of the already approved cryptographic standards made by 1433

NIST and understand the need to have a lightweight cryptog- 1434

raphy standards [124]. Similarly, a vast number of lightweight 1435

cryptographic primitives have been proposed over the past 1436

few years offering performance advantages over the con- 1437

ventional cryptographic algorithms [125], [126]. Moreover, 1438

most of the proposed lightweight encryption algorithms for 1439

IoT are symmetric as the asymmetric algorithms are too 1440

complex for resource-constrained devices and energy con- 1441

suming [126]. Lightweight encryption algorithms includes 1442

lightweight block ciphers, lightweight hash functions and 1443

lightweight stream ciphers. 1444

Lightweight Bloc Ciphers: In the literature, several 1445

lightweight block ciphers have been proposed. A simpler 1446
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version of the classical Data Encryption Standard (DES)1447

called DES Lightweight (DESL) is proposed in [127].1448

In DESL, the round function uses a single S-box but repeats1449

eight times instead of eight S-Boxes as in DES. In addi-1450

tion, DESL omits the initial and the final permutations for1451

a better implementation. Families of simple block ciphers1452

named SIMON and SPEAK [128] were designed specifically1453

to ensure security on constrained devices. Unlike encryption1454

algorithms such as AES, these block ciphers use simple1455

round functions iterated as many times as necessary for1456

security offering compact realizations in constrained setups.1457

Another block cipher called PRESENT [129] is designed1458

specifically for constrained hardware environments. This1459

block cipher consists of 31 rounds with 64bits block size1460

and two supported keys, 80 and 128 bits of length. The1461

block cipher called RC5 [130] is a block cipher with dif-1462

ferent sizes, 32, 64, and 128 bits. It is a symmetric block1463

cipher with a variable number of rounds, word size and a1464

secret key. This block cipher is simple and lightweight and1465

requires low memory space. Many other block ciphers are1466

presented in the literature and a list is provided in [131].1467

Better performance of block ciphers lies on the small block1468

size, small key size, number of rounds and simpler key1469

schedules [124].1470

Lightweight Hash Functions: Modern hash methods such1471

as MD5 and SHA-1 and others methods are not efficient1472

enough for IoT devices due to their large internal state1473

sizes and high power consumption requirements. There-1474

fore, NIST in [124] have recommended some of the new1475

and lightweight developed hashing methods such SPON-1476

GENT, PHOTON, Quark and Lesamnta-LW. Major differ-1477

ences between the conventional and lightweight hash func-1478

tions are the internal state, the output size, and the message1479

size [132].1480

Lightweight Stream Ciphers: The ECRYPT STREAM1481

(eSTREAM) [133] project aimed to promote the design1482

of an efficient and compact stream ciphers suitable for1483

widespread adoption. Three among seven ciphers are partic-1484

ularly designed to be suitable for applications with restricted1485

resources such as CPU, memory and battery. The three1486

stream ciphers are named Grain [134], Trivium [135] and1487

Mickey [136].1488

2) PERCEPTION APPLICATION BLOCK1489

SECURITY MECHANISMS1490

a: CERTIFICATION AND ACCESS CONTROL1491

One of the methods to identify truly communication par-1492

ties in a network is through the use of certifications. For1493

instance using two ways Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),1494

strong authentication can be achieved in an IoT system. This1495

is necessary to prevent attacks such as Sybil attack and ensure1496

the validity of the information. Access control is another1497

mechanism to increase the security in an IoT systems. It limits1498

the access of nodes or people based on their role in the IoT1499

system [137], [138].1500

FIGURE 4. IoT ecosystem architecture with enhanced security.

3) PERCEPTION NETWORK BLOCK SECURITY MECHANISMS 1501

a: SECURE ROUTING IN IoT 1502

In an IoT network, a secure routing protocol is required 1503

to only guarantee message availability. However, messages 1504

integrity and confidentiality can be handled at higher lay- 1505

ers. To prevent routing attacks, several routing protocols 1506

for WSN and Wireless Ad-hoc Networks (WANET) are 1507

proposed in the literature. Secure multi-hop routing for IoT 1508

communications (SMRP) [139] is an idea of merging the 1509

node’s authentication process when joining the network with 1510

the routing process providing IoT network security without 1511

incurring significant overheads. Authors in this work deduce 1512

that SMRP produces a secure multi-hop IoT network without 1513

performance degradation when compared to the Optimized 1514

Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR). Another secure rout- 1515

ing protocol named Two-way acknowledgment-based trust 1516

(2-ACKT) is proposed in [140]. This protocol calculates 1517

the trust based on the link layer acknowledgment (LLACK) 1518

in IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and a two hop acknowledgment 1519

from the downstream neighbor. A framework based on 1520

block-chain to identify and report malicious nodes try- 1521

ing to tamper a Low-power and Lossy Network (LLN) 1522

configuration information is proposed in [141]. SCOTRES 1523

scheme [142] is also proposed to be integrated with the 1524

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) to secure routing func- 1525

tionality in the network layer of WSN or WANET. This 1526

protocol is proposed to be deployed in network with low 1527

mobility. 1528

B. IoT NETWORK LAYER SECURITY MECHANISMS 1529

b: FIREWALLS IN IPV4 AND IPV6 NETWORKS 1530

Generally speaking, sensors are the enablers for IoT. Sensors 1531

or IoT devices send the acquired data to the cloud over the 1532

Internet. However, the data may be compromised on the way 1533

by an adversary. To prevent this threat, firewalls as one of 1534
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the important security mechanisms at the Network Layer1535

are applied in both IPv4 and IPv6 networks [87]. Firewalls1536

check the traffic coming in or out from the local network.1537

Usually firewalls are implemented at the edges of the Inter-1538

net where the local networks are attached, for instance at1539

gateway level. Moreover, firewalls contain a predefined set1540

of rules used as filtering methods for the traffic. Therefore,1541

received packets are either accepted or discarded based on1542

the predefined rules. In IPv4 networks, firewalls are deployed1543

using a software with predefined filtering rules for frequently1544

used applications. Similarly, firewalls in IPv6 networks must1545

have a built in support for the IPv6 protocol. Additionally,1546

the IPv6 firewall must be able to recognize and process the1547

new header format and other associated protocols introduced1548

in IPv6 protocol such as ICMPv6 [82].1549

C. IoT APPLICATION LAYER SECURITY MECHANISMS1550

c: CLOUD COMPUTING1551

The cloud is one of the key technologies participating in1552

the development of IoT offering high storage capacity and1553

calculation with low deployment costs. The collected data1554

from IoT devices is stored and analyzed and can finally be1555

used in an effective way providing a meaningful insight to1556

the users. Moreover, the cloud can play a role in securing IoT1557

systems at minimum cost. This can be realized by the fact that1558

the cloud space and computation power allocation depend on1559

the user needs [137], [138].1560

d: MIDDLEWARE1561

The interoperability of heterogeneous devices need well1562

defined standards. However this is not an easy task as appli-1563

cation requirements are divers, therefore it is difficult to1564

develop standards for each. One solution is the use of a1565

middleware platform. It abstracts the details of the things to1566

applications. The middleware also acts as a software bridge1567

between things and their applications. Moreover it provides1568

an Application Programming Interface for communication,1569

data management, computation, security, and privacy [15].1570

However, since IoT applications are in general related to1571

people’s life or industries, the security and the privacy need to1572

be addressed at this level. This can be done by implementing1573

authentication and access control mechanisms.1574

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION1575

By stacking together the individual technologies, standards1576

and protocols presented in this paper, one can form the1577

6LoWPAN protocol stack to support the realization of an1578

inter-operable IoT as defined in [143] and [45]. The 6LoW-1579

PAN stack highlighted in Figure 4 represents the PBa and the1580

PBn in our proposed architecture, while thePBs represents the1581

sensing part and the interface to the physical environment.1582

LLNs applications often require confidentiality and1583

integrity protection. This can be ensured by providing secu-1584

rity mechanisms at different layers of the 6LoWPAN stack.1585

At the PBa, DTLS can be used to secure applications running1586

under CoAP protocol or TLS for applications using MQTT 1587

instead. IEEE 802.15.4 security primitives can also be used 1588

within the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer. Due to the limited 1589

resources on the IoT devices, a lightweight cryptography is 1590

required ensuring security to end-to-end communication and 1591

low power consumption. At higher layers such as theNetwork 1592

Layer and theApplication Layer, IPsec and SSL/TLS are used 1593

respectively. Researchers working in this field have enormous 1594

scope in building a robust IoT ecosystem that can be trusted 1595

by the end users. Alternatively, to explore implementing 1596

‘‘zero trust’’ approach into devices while maintaining effec- 1597

tive security controls is another research direction. Some 1598

of the key research areas include trusted ecosystems and 1599

mutual authentication, provisioning of highly scalable device 1600

identities, and designing public key infrastructure from the 1601

production floor to the end-user. 1602

VII. CONCLUSION 1603

The integration of IoT devices into the Internet is challenging 1604

as they are characterized differently from the traditional inter- 1605

net devices, more specifically characteristics such as power 1606

consumption, computational power and storage capacity. 1607

Moreover, IoT enabling technologies and standardized proto- 1608

cols presented in this paper enable IoT resource-constrained 1609

devices to be integrated to IPv6 Internet. 1610

In this paper we have proposed a modified three layer 1611

architecture of an IoT ecosystem by dividing the Perception 1612

Layer into three blocks. The reason behind this is to dif- 1613

ferentiate high-level applications from low-level application 1614

protocols both of which are often placed at the Application 1615

Layer of the IoT architecture. Another reason is to differen- 1616

tiate IoT LLNs with the Internet in such a way that the pro- 1617

posed architecture gives a better classification of the enabling 1618

technologies, threats and countermeasures. 1619

The paper highlighted some of the key technologies, 1620

protocols and standards with their native security challenges, 1621

concerns and resolutions. By combining these technologies 1622

and standards, a secure layer-wise IoT architecture is estab- 1623

lished and a secured 6LoWPAN stack can be formed in future 1624

as extension. 1625
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